Dressing for Cold Weather Biking
The selection of biking clothes is endless! Here are some suggestions for types of biking clothes and
combinations. What to wear for any given ride depends upon the weather conditions, what combinations of
clothes you can put together, and if you prefer starting the ride underdressed since you know you’ll warm up or
if you prefer to start comfortable and then shed layer(s) as you warm up (or, to stay warm if you have to stop
while you or a fellow rider changes a flat). If you prefer shedding, remember you need to have a place to put the
layer(s) you shed, e.g., jacket or jersey pocket, or stuffed in your pants or a fanny pack.
Because the weather at your house might be different than at the ride start, and because you might not be able to
make up your mind what to wear, a suggestion is to put a good selection of biking clothes in a box, put the box
in your car, and then decide at the ride start.
Head: You’ll need a headband or a hat (in addition to your helmet, of course). You can choose a fleece
headband or hat, a neoprene headband, and/or a beanie-type biking hat. If you choose fleece, you’ll need to just
adjust your helmet straps to accommodate the extra bulk. A neoprene headband is warm and blocks the wind,
but it doesn’t breathe (i.e., you’ll be really sweaty when you take it off). A lightweight comfortable fitting
balaclava is great for protecting your cheeks and neck. Another option is a waterproof cover that fits over the
helmet; good for rain as well as for cold.
Hands: Choices for your hands include lobster gloves (these have 2 parts for 2 fingers each), full padded biking
gloves (there are lots of weights to pick from), or regular gloves (OK if they have a gripping surfaces). If the
gloves are loose enough, you can stuff hand warmers in them, too (and take them out when your hands get too
warm). Mittens, while warmer than gloves, aren’t a good idea; it’s too hard to shift.
Feet: Start with wool or other heavy weight socks. If you tend to have cold feet, use adhesive foot warmers
under your feet and/or toe warmers on top. Be sure to let the warmers sit out exposed to air for at least 20
minutes before stuffing them and your feet into your bike shoes. You can also get neoprene water resistant toe or
shoe covers that go over your bike shoes. These help a lot, but you might still want those adhesive foot and/or
toe warmers, too.
Tops/Jackets: Consider a wicking base layer, a warmth layer, and a wind breaker (or waterproof) layer. Pick
your own combination based on the weather conditions and what you need to stay comfortable.
- Wicking layer: long sleeve merino wool or polyester, or short sleeve top or jersey (you can add arm warmers,
too, if needed);
- Warmth layer: merino wool or fleece;
- Windbreak layer: neon yellow-green or other bright colored jacket (or, a dark jacket that has some bright
print). A rain jacket should have vents. Make sure the jacket fits well and isn’t like a big sail that will catch the
wind (and make your ride more difficult).
Pants: You can wear bike shorts plus leg warmers under snug fitting running or biking (non-padded) pants,
padded biking pants (nice, but rather pricey), or bike shorts under long underwear and windbreaker pants (make
sure you use straps or bands above your ankles to prevent the pants legs from getting into the chain).
After the Ride: Once the ride is done, you’ll chill quickly. Be sure to have warm dry clothes in your car and
change into them right away.
Some Basics for Cool (not Cold) Weather: Some “must-haves” for regular riders are leg warmers, arm
warmers, and a neon yellow-green or other bright colored biking vest. These can be worn in combination with
other layers (including when riding in cold weather), and can be easily removed or put on as the temperature
changes during the day.

